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        HOTEL
CONVERSATIONS

        CHECK IN



Single room



Receptionist: Fairway Hotel. Can I help you?

Tina.              : Hello, I would like a room for tonight.

Friday, August 15th. the 20th through the 23rd.

Receptionist : What kind of room would you like?

Tina.               : I’d like a single room, please.

Receptionist : Hold on, please.... I’m afraid all our single rooms are
reserved. The only room we have available is a twin.

Tina.              : How much for the twin room?

Receptionist: Sixty dollars including tax. excluding tax / before tax.

Tina.              : Does that include breakfast?

Receptionis : No, but breakfast is available in our dining room.

Tina.              : OK, I’ll take a room for tonight (only).

A: I’ll need to get your credit card information to guarantee your room....



Double room



Single room



A suite



Twin room



                                       Checking in

Receptionist: Hi, my name is Carmen and I have a reservation for tonight.

Tina: Let me check. OK, yes. A twin room for one night.

Receptionist: That’s right.  You are in room 47 How would you like to pay for the
room?

Tina: Do you take American Express Travelers Checks?

Receptionis: Certainly, are they in American funds?

Tina: No, in Canadian. Is that OK?

Receptionist: Yes, no problem. With the exchange, that comes to 83.76 dollars
Canadian.

Tina: Do I pay now or when I check out.

Receptionist: In advance, please





Tina: Here you go.
Receptionist: The elevator is just around the corner. Do
you need any help with your bags?
Tina: No thanks. I can manage myself.
Receptionist: Is there anything else we can do to help
you enjoy your stay?
Tina: Can you give me a wake-up call at 7:00?
Receptionist: We don’t do that from here. You can use
the clock radio in the room, or you can
 program the telephone in your room to ring at 7:00.
Tina: Oh, yes. I have a meeting downtown tomorrow.
Does this hotel have a shuttle bus?
Receptionist: No, I’m afraid we don’t, but we will be
happy to call a taxi for you if you provide us
 with the details.
tina: No, that won’t be necessary. I can call from my
room.
Receptionist: There are no charges for local calls..
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                  Calling the front desk:
Receptionist: Front desk.
Tina: Hi, I’m in 408 and my TV doesn’t seem to be working.
Receptionist: We will send someone up to take a look at it in a
few minutes.
How is everything else?
Tina: Everything else with the room is great. Do the rooms
come equipped with irons?
Receptionist: No, but they are available free of charge here at
the front desk.
Tina: Can you send it up with the person who is going to look at
my TV?
Receptionist: Certainly. Tom should be up there by 2:00.
Tina: Thanks. What should I do with the iron when I’m finished?
Receptionist: You can keep it in your room. If you don’t hear
back from me before 9 tonight,
just leave it on your desk and the cleaning staff will pick it up in
the morning.
Tina: OK, thanks for everything.
Receptionist: Enjoy your stay, and don’t hesitate to call if there is
something else I can do for you.
be afraid to as
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Accommodation: A place to stay. (noun)
Alternative: Another choice. (noun)

Amenities: The things that are available for guests to use or do in or
around the hotel. (noun)

Appointed: To be filled with furniture and fittings. (adjective)

Appreciate: To like, enjoy. (verb)

Award: Something that is given for being very good. (noun).overed
area that protects from the wind and water. (noun)



Balcony: An outside space enclosed with a protective edge. (noun)
Bar: A place to sit and drink, and also eat food. (noun)
Basement: A space under a building. (noun)
Bed and breakfast: The price includes the room where you sleep and
the food you eat for breakfast. (noun)
Bellboy: A person who carries guests’ luggage to their rooms. (noun)
Booking: To secure a room to stay in a hotel (same as
reservation). (noun)
Brochures: An information booklet. (noun)
Buffet: A counter where you help yourself to food. (noun)
Building: A strong covered area that protects from the wind and
water. (noun)



Check-in: To arrive at a hotel and get access to your
room. (verb)
Check-out: To leave a hotel and stop using the room. (verb)
Choice: The act of making a decision. (noun)
Comfortable: Very soft and cosy. (adjective)
Complimentary: Something that is free. (adjective)
Concierge: A person who can organise special requests for
hotel guests. (noun)



Confirm: To accept, agree. (verb)
Continental: To be from mainland Europe. (adjective)
Convenient: To be very easy and just right. (adjective)
Credit Card: A method of payment. (noun)
Cuisine: The prepared food that is available. (noun)



EfDearth: A lack of, nothing there. (noun)
Deliver: To take something to an agreed destination. (verb)
Dictate: To tell. (verb)
Double room: A room with one bed that two people can sleep
on. (noun)



Efficient: Well organised. (adjective)
Elevator: A way of going up or down in an enclosed box driven
by electricity (American English). (noun)
Encourage: To give hope or inspire. (verb)
Enjoyable: To make someone happy. (adjective)
Establishment: A reliable constant building run by
people. (noun)
Expensive: To cost a lot of money. (adjective)
Experience: The wisdom gained through practical
application. (noun)



Facilities: The areas and items that are provided for use. (noun)
Fitness centre: An area with a gym and swimming pool. (noun)
Folder: The outside cover that holds information leaflets. (noun)
Frequently: To happen very often. (adverb)
Front desk: The place where the receptionist works (same as
reception desk). (noun)
Fully booked: To have no rooms available (same as no
vacancies). (adjective)
Interest: An understanding of information. (noun)



Guest: A person who is staying in a hotel. (noun)
Helpful: To be kind, showing you the way, giving
information. (adjective)
Hostel: A cheap hotel that caters to young people. (noun)
Hotel: A place where people pay to stay for short amounts of
time. (noun)
Housekeeping: The people who and action of keeping the hotel
clean. (noun)
Information: News or telling you something useful. (noun)
Inn: Another name for a hotel, often found in the
country. (noun)
Interest: An understanding of information. (noun)



MLeisure: Free time to enjoy yourself. (noun)
Lift: A way of going up or down in an enclosed box driven by
electricity (British English). (noun)
Lobby: The entrance area of a hotel, often with places for
guests to sit. (noun)
Local: Close to where you live. (adjective)Location: The place
where something is. (noun)
Luggage: The bags that travellers take with them. (noun)
Luxurious: Something very special, comfortable. (adjective)



Maid: The person who cleans the rooms in a hotel. (noun)
Manager: The person in charge of the hotel. (noun)
Memorable: Something that is easy to remember. (adjective)
Mini-bar: A small fridge in a room with food and drink that has
to be paid for. (noun)
Motel: A cheaper hotel. (noun)
Natural: To come from nature. (adjective)
No vacancies: To have no rooms available (same as fully
booked). (adjective)
Non-resident: Someone who does not live or sleep
there. (noun)



Occupant: To take up a space, to live there. (noun)

Parking: An area where you can leave your car. (noun)

Pleasant: To be nice or kind. (adjective)

Price: The cost, how much money. (noun)

Provide: To give, supply. (verb)

Quote: To tell information. (verb)



Reception desk: The place where the receptionist works (same
as front desk). (noun)
Reception: The area where guests arrive at a hotel and check-in
to their rooms. (noun)
Receptionist: The person who greats guests and takes
bookings. (noun)
Reduce: To make smaller. (verb)
Reflect: To see an image. (verb)
Register: A written list of items or names. (noun)
To arrive at a hotel and claim your room. (verb)
Relax: To unwind. (verb)
Remove: To take away. (verb)



Require: To need. (verb)Reservation:
To secure a room to stay in a hotel (same as
booking). (noun)
Resident: Someone who is staying. (noun)
Restaurant: An area that serves meals. (noun)
Room: The area in a hotel where guests
stay. (noun)
Room service: When a guest orders food or drink
to be delivered to their room. (noun)



Security: The means that are use to keep something safe. (noun)
Single room: A room with one bed that one person can sleep on. (noun)
Situate: To put something in a place. (verb)
Staff: People employed by a hotel. (noun)
Standard: An agreed level to try to attain. (noun)
Supply: To take to a place, to give, an order. (verb)
Theme: All the same. (noun)
Timetable: A list of agreed times for buses and trains to
arrive/depart. (noun)



Tip: The extra money that a guest gives to hotel workers. (noun)
To give extra money to someone that helps you. (verb)
Toaster: A machine to cook bread. (noun)
Twin room: A room with two beds for two people to sleep on. (noun)
Vacancies: To have rooms available. (noun)
Vacate: To leave. (verb)
Valet: A person who parks your car for you. (noun)
View: What can be seen from the hotel (often the sea, mountains or
something beautiful). (noun)
Waiter: The person who serves food in a restaurant. (noun)
Weekend: The end of the week (Saturday and Sunday). (noun)





Check-out 
Hotel: Did you enjoy your stay with us?
Guest: Yes, very much so. However, I now need to get to the airport. I have a flight that
leaves in about one hour , so how to get there?
Hotel: We do have a free airport shuttle service.
Guest: That sounds great, but will it get me to the airport on time?
Hotel: Yes, it should. The next shuttle leaves in 15 minutes, and it takes approximately 25
minutes to get to the airport.
Guest: Fantastic. I'll just wait in the lounge area. Will you please tell me when it will be
leaving?
Hotel: Of course, sir. Oh, before you go would you be able to settle the drinks bill?
Guest: Oh yes certainly. How much will that be?
Hotel: Let's see. The bill comes to $37.50. How would you like to pay for that?
Guest: I'll pay with my Visa thanks, but I'll need a receipt .
Hotel: Absolutely. Here we are sir. If you like you can leave your bags with the porter and
he can load them onto the shuttle for you when it arrives.
Guest: That's great thank you.



Receptionist: Hi there. Are you checking out now?
Guest: Yes, sorry. I know we're a few minutes late.
Receptionist: That's no problem. It's always really busy at check out time anyway.
Guest: Oh, really. The last hotel we stayed in charged us for a late check out.
Receptionist: The hotel isn't booked this week, so it's not a problem. How was everything?
Guest: The room was great. The beds were really comfortable, and we weren't expecting our own
fridge.
Receptionist: I'm glad you liked it.
Guest: The kids were happy that the pool was open this morning, 
Receptionist: Great. .
Receptionist: Will you be putting this on your credit card?
Guest: No. I'll pay cash.Receptionist: OK. So the total comes to $158,44 including tax.
Guest: I thought it was $115 even. That's what they said yesterday when we checked in.
Receptionist: Yes, but there is an extra room charge on your bill.
Guest: Oh, I forgot. My husband ordered a bottle of wine. Sorry
Receptionist: Ok. So, from $160, here's your change. Now,  I'll just need to ask you for your room keys.
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